
As hip as discos arc, it is hipper still to be
disdainful of them, especially among music critics
and journalists. I guess it has something to do
with it having always been hip to disdain
whatever the masses found t9 be hip, and the
elite (as music critics, journalists, and other
assorted hangers-on tend to class themselves)
generally view the masses in an 'us against them'
fashion. It is important that you bear this in
mind, because since journalism of this sort
amounts to a great deal of posturing to pad out
rather testy prose, it becomes very difficult to
write if you aren't sure of the proper posture.
To begin with, I had never been to a disco

before. This was something I rather artfully
managed to conceal when the arrangements were
made which put me behind the turntables last
Thursday. Of. course, I was not a complete
novice; through-the airshifts I had garnered while
at two of Baltimore's Public. Radio stations, I was
familiar with both the equipment and the
concept of playing music for public consumption.
Due to the nature of my employment (I sell
records for fun and tuition), I had access to the
proper albums and singles. Not only did I know
what was hot, but I had heard so many of them I
had begun to think of my store as the world's
Only disco with a classical section.
But just because you know what to play does

not .mean that you know when to play it. So it
was with no small anxiety that I approached the
table,, turntable and records in hand, at which I
was to spend the evening.
As a disc jockey of sorts, I have been long

accustomed to the disillusioning lack of glamour
involved in radio studios. The table, however, was
less than I had expected. It was, well, a table,
With one questionable turntable already sitting on

a bunch of wires (I always panic when
confronted with a mass of wiring), a mixer board,
and possibly the brightest desk lamp I have ever
encountered.
Once the obliging tech crew got my borrowed

turntable plugged in, they wanted to get a sound
check. Eager to please, I put my trusty Seawiml
album on the turntable, and they hit the volume
and began adjusting the equalizer. I looked out
onto the floor, and lo and behold, there was
someone dancing. I was impressed. As I kept the
music going, the levels having been pronounced
`ok,' this young lady was joined by occasional
dancers, but she remained my standard. Playing
this and that, I put on the Bee Gees' You Should
Be Dancing. Hot damn! at least five couples on
the floor. All right, we're rolling now! Feeling
rather smug with success, I put, on K.C. and the
Sunshine Band.
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Nothing. They all sat down, and stayed there.

Fast, slow, white, black, funky, chunky, they sat
there. You have no idea how depressing an empty
dance floor can be. For one brief moment, I was
really enjoying muself, and then—poof!
"Yeah, well, they usually need a few drinks in

them. get feeling a little high before they get out

there," consoled a veteran disco dj. "They usually
don't do anything until after 10:30," advised one
Rathskellar operator. But I had them dancing.
Yod saw it; the Bee Gees were singing "You
should be dancing," and damned if they weren't.
What had I done? What if they don't ever get up?
Some story that would make.

O.K., suckers, it's the big guns now. Stevie
Wonder's / Wish (my .associate mumbles, "I went
to a band showcase this weekend, and every
group I saw played this song..."), and three
couples get ,up. What are they, dead? So I put on
Calypso Breakdown, from Ralph MacDonald's
album. The number doubles.

CONFESSIONS
of A

DISCO D.J.
By SCOOPS CAREY

Now we're rolling. They keep dancing, and as I
scramble for the next cut, a Goucher girl comes
over to ask about what was being played..She was
a customer at the store all summer, and upon
recognizing me asks, "How are you? I didn't
know you did this!" Well, I responded, actually
I'm researching a story for the News-Letter.
"Uh-huh."
AS- things gather steam, I begin to get requests.

One young lady begins to go through my records,
making sure, I assume, that I knew what I was
doing. Slowly, I began to, realize realize some of the
mistakes I had made in choosing my records. All 'I
had from Stevie Wonder was I Wish, _which was
almost enough, but not quite. I had forgotten
Fifth of Beethoven. I should have brought more
Boz Scaggs. And so on. Some of the requests got
a little odd, like the guy who asked for
Acrosmith. At a disco?
There was a s.0 p ri singly strong faction

demanding Beach Boys, as well as a young
woman who wandered around shouting for an

"all Beatles night!" I for one have never
understood the appeal of the Beach Boys, but I
had come prepared anyway. California Girls went
on, and they danced. A warning came that Beach

Boys tunes went best in pairs, and so Fun, Fun,

Pun followed. Finally back to business, as the
Brothers Johnson proceeded to get the funk out

ma face.
Of course, a. disco is more than just music.

Disco people seem to be a fair amOUnt of the
attraction, and there certainly were some people
there that night. Because of the glare from my
ever-present desk lamp. I really could never see

what the floor looked like, except for those
nearest the turntables. But I could see the people
sitting nearby, and that was enough. Like the girl
in the kimono and white-face. Uh-huh. Perhaps
what was most disturbing was that no one else
thought it odd that she was sitting there in a
kimono and white-face.
Most of the people, though, were average folks,

ranging from the friends who I had told to come
down and say hello, to those who recognized me
and, displayed minor shock. What can I say? As a
girl in one of my classes put it, "What's a nice
boy like you doing in a place like this?" Just
getting the facts, ma'm.

All went well until I cued up Rubberband Man
on the crusty Garrard I had been provided. What
came from the speakers when the volume went
up is still under discussion, but the general
consensus was that it was -a relative of
Sensurround from the film Earthquake.
Something else, quick, so I grabbed the Brothers
Johnson album, and the slightly annoyed crowd

was calmed down by I'll Be Good to You.

Quickly dumping the Spinners single,. I readied
Shame„ Shame, Shame. The volume went up, and
L.A. crumbled again.

don't know what the story was. I don't care,
really. Maybe God, in His infinite wisdom, didn't
want to hear those tunes at that particular time.
Who knows? All I can say is that it's a damn good
thing there were several b()pod dance tunes on the
Brothers Johnson album. As I scrambled for
things to play, my associate', tower of rationality,
said, "Don't worry, there's another turntable on
the way." So the tech crew continued to operate,
unsuccessfully, on the accursed turntable, while I
moved very fast, trying to create the illusion that
all was Well.

Indeed, the other turntable did arrive, and I

will be forever grateful. And indeed, I finished
out the evening with only a few other minor
disasters. But do you knOw what surprised me
more than anything, more than the fact that
people danced to the Beach Boys, more than the
Woman in the kimono, more than the number of
things that could have gone wrong and did? I had
fun. I had fun despite the hassles, the nerves, the
music, the equipment. I had fun despite my need
to be as hip as possible. I just plain had fun.

-Of course, whenever questioned, I will still
answer that discos are for the mentally -------
underpriveledged, that disco music is of a class
only slightly lower than Barry Manilow, that
discos epitomize the worst in middle-class
existence. I will sneer meaningfully, and begin to
talk of infinitely hipper things, like whether or
not Jann Wenner is really terminally fat. But
beneath the veneer, beneath the calculated
nonchalance I'll know---I have been to a disco,
and 1 enjoyed it.
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OFFICE OF THE CHAPLAIN
PRESENTS

"THE SUNDAY EXPERIENCE"

HEARTS AND MINDS

1973 Academy Award Winning Anti-War Documentary

Directed and Co-produced By
Peter Davis

ALSO

LUNCH AND A SPEAKER:

Mr. Brester Rhoads
Co-Director of the Coalition forA New Foreign and Military Policy

"The Crises in Priorities: The Transfer
of Military Dollars to Human Needs"

SUNDAY, MARCH 13, 11:00AM
LISTENING-VIEWING ROOM

LEVERING HALL

classitieds
-VERY SINCERE MEDICAL
STUDENT, Jewish, age 26, seeks a
sincere, well-educated, well-adjusted
young woman of good character.
Object: friendship anch
companionship possibly leading 

!

marriage. Please reply to Box 5936,
Pikesville, Maryland 21208.

SPANISH by expoleaced vItIvs
t•acilers - all WO-
3441-20,34, 

PR E -M E D STUDENTS: Trouble
getting into medical school? Let us
put you in med. school in Italy.
Contact immediately: Box
155, Landenberg, 19350, dr
call: (215)-274-8951

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
to share unfurnished two bedroom
apartment with kitchen, bath and
living room. Located one block
from Peabody Conservatory I
$112.50 (electric not included Dell,
month. 685-3091 Late evenings.

EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWS AT THE PLACEMENT BUREAU

The following organizations will be interviewing interested students at
the Placement Bureau, Room 135 Garland Hall, during the coming
weeks. Students nearing graduation who will be seeking full-time,
permanent employment are encouraged to come to the Placement
Bureau to schedule interviews and to obtain information about
employment oppurtunities.

Tuesday, March 15
Maryland National Bank
Burroughs Wellcome Co.

Wednesday, March 16
Motorola, Inc. '
Capital Area Personnel
Services Office - Navy

Thursday, March 17
ACTION-- Peace Corps & Vista

Friday, March 18
ACTION - Peace Corps & Vista

Tuesday, Apr:I 5
National Oceanic and Atmos-
pheric Administration (NOAA)

•

SHERUT LA'AM
You can work in your

profession, make use of your
skills and, at the same time,
experience and understand

Israel. Sherut La'am is a two
way program — you can give
and you get. After an intensive
'ulpan. (Hebrew course), you

will live and work in a
development town where,

unlike a tourist, you become an integral part
of the community. Teachers, doctors, social
workers, nurses, dentists, urban planners,

technicians, etc. — if you have six months to
a year and if you want to really know,

understand, and experience Israel, join
Sherut La'am.

Sherut La'am, American Zionist
Youth Foundation
515 Park Avenue,

New York, New York 10022,
(212) 751-6070

For information, please send to the above address.

Name

Address

City _ State _ Zip

University

Age

34—

-.................................%. ,: Candidate's Forum •.• F ..• Sunday March 13 7:30 p.m. ••• •• ••• Levering (Great Hall) ••• •• •• ••
• Candidates For Student Council Executive 0

0• 0• offices Will Speak And answer questions. 0• 0• 0• 0• 0
• S.C. EXECUTIVE ELECTIONS 0• ••• MARCH 14,15,16 ••• •• •
• Polling Places: 0
•

Library 10-5,7-9 0• 0• 0• Dorm snack bar 9-4 0• I• 0• Basement Gilman 9-4 0
• 0•••••••••.....••••••••••••••••••••40

Bars

Univtisit4 Sandwich Shoppe and Deli

All Lump Crab Cakes
Gents5Ine Kosher Corned Beef

Delicious Roast Beef
Virginia Baked Ham
Various Colkl Cuts

Cheese (Swim, Provolone. Muenster)
Kosher Hot Dogi

Catering
Party Trays (specid order)

Pizza
Home Made Dessert (Cheese Cake)

Ice Cream
Select Grocery !terns

Plants

RESTAURANT & CARRY OUT

num 4674362
M - Fri: 9:30 - 700
Sat 9:30 - 200
Clawed SaNdays

FREE SODA WITH THIS Al) AND

PURCHASE OF 51.00

UNIVERSITY PARKWAY

AT ST. PAUL.

LOU. UNIVERSITY ONE APTS.

OVERSEAS ASSIGNMENT
IN THE PEACE CORPS

Agriculture
Industrial Arts Education
Civil Engineering
Nursing
Health Education
Nutrition Home

Mathematics
Physics

Chemistry
Biology
French

Economics

Experience and/or degree needed for PEACE CORPS
assignments in Africa, Asia and Latin America. U.S. citizens
only, prefer singles, no dependents. Living allowance, medical
care, transportation, vacation, and readjustment allowance
provided.

See ACTION/PEACE CORPS representative, at the Placement
Office 9am - 4pm, March 10 & 11.
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Sweet Prince of Brains and Alcohd
i

LIVE! ON STAGE!
THE 50's COME TO LIFE!
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CHARGE TICKETS
BY TELEPHONE WITH
YOUR CREDIT CARD.
Phone (301) 727-4103
Tickets available at
all Trcketron outlets

THE NEW
MECHANIC

Morris A. Mechanic Theatre
Hopkins Plaza, Baltimore

JOHN GA ('II BOOKSHOP
BALTIMORE'S LARGEST V

USED BOOKSTORE

Orti

- 3322 Greenrnount Aye.
467-4344
USED AND RARE
OLD AND OUT-OF,PRIN

BUSINESS OPPORTUNffY

tuff nvelopes
$25.00 PER HUNDRED
Immediate Earnings

Send S1.00 To:
Envelopes Dept. 33911
310 Franklin Street
1,stonM s 0
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Oil spilled on U.S.

waters — tankers

are cracking up

By DANIEL W. LINDLEY
and

CLIFFORD A. WELCH
Special to the News-Letter

Twelve oil tanker mishaps fouled U.S. waters in
December and January. Despite the recent flood of tanker
accident accounts, records for oil tanker losses and the
amounts of oil spilled into the ocean were set in the first
nine months of 1976, according to industry figures. •

In those first nine months, 13 tankers were declared a
total loss with a total deadweight capacity of 940,000
tons which, an oil industry organization reports, exceeded
the 815,000 deadweight tons lost during the entire year

of 1975, which had the all-time record."
The organization, the Tanker Advisory Center,

reported that a total of 198,000 tons of oil were spilled
into the world's waters in the nine-month period, a
quantity far exceeding that of the recent accidents.
Of the 12 tanker mishaps reported to have occurred in

U.S. waters since Dec. 15, the most notable is that of the
Argo Merchant, a Liberian-registered supertanker which
ran aground 27 miles southeast of Nantucket Island where
heavy seas pounded it to pieces, releasing some 7.5
million gallons of crude oil near Georges Bank, a major
East-coast commercial fishery. This was the largest single
amount of oil ever spilled on U.S. waters.
Ten of the 12 tankers were foreign, including eight

Liberian and two Panamanian registered ships. The other
two were American tankers, one of which spilled 2,100
gallons of oil into San Francisco Bay on Jan. 5.
The Liberian and Panamanian ships were sailing under

"flags of convenience," which are designed for shipping
and oil companies so that they may legally avoid high
American taxes. Also, they may use cheaper foriegn ships
Which are not required to meet comparatively strict U.S.
Shipping and construction standards and they may hire
foreign crewmen who will accept non-union pay scales.
Liberia, which has no natural- harbor, has become in the
past 30 years the owner of the largest tanker fleet in the
world. Its lax regulations and low taxes were engineered
by a former U.S. Secretary of State who wished to benefit
Shipping interests and oil and steel producers.

Americans wishing to register their ships under the
Liberian flag need not travel across the ocean; a Liberian
registration office is situated on Park Avenue in New
York. Amerships, Inc., which operated the Argo Merchant
as well as a number of other tankers involved in a great
number of mishaps, is also located in downtown New
York. The Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD), which comprises the U.S., Japan,
and Western Europe, states that ships flying flags of

convenience were lost four times as often as those under
OECD flags in the decade before 1973.

U.S. attempts at regulating the shoddy foreign vessels
have been cautious owing to fear of reprisals. Secretary of
Transportation William T. Coleman apparently wants to
reach an international oil tanker safety pact at an
upcoming Law of the Sea conference. However, Coleman
IS leaving his post along with the rest of the Ford
Administration, and, Department of Transportation
bureaucrats are unsure about the course his successor will
Plot.

Meanwhile, Sen. Edward Kennedy has introduced a bill
that would require all tankers to follow established, safe
sealanes within U.S. waters. The bill would establish
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traffic control systems much like those at major airports,
and would set construction standards, including double
bottoms, for tankers that wish to enter U.S. ports.

Environmental groups such as the Sierra Club and the
Environmental Defense League, concerned with the
ecological damage of oil spills, realize the problems
involved with international shipping but have
concentrated their efforts on strengthening and
remodeling existing rules and regulations for oil tankers.
The groups, with the assistance of the Center for Law

and Social Policy (CLSP—, have been looking for ways to
adjust the Ports and Waterways Safety Act, which is the
current law the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) uses to set
standards for shipping and harbor safety and to guide it in
enforcing these regulations.

Elvin Greenberg of CLSP believes that the act is a
"good law" but finds that it "doesn't clearly mandate
specific standards for the Coast Guard." According to
Gene Coan of the Sierra Club, environmental groups
would like to change the act to include: 1) stricter
regulations requiring that the best available technology is
used by all tankers (including double bottoms, a gas
inerting system to avoid cargo tank explosions, and
a ballast segregation system to prevent oil leakage in
ramming and grounding accidents); 2) a regularly
patrolled 200-mile pollution control zone off the U.S.
coast; 3) radar guided approaches to harbors; and 4)
among other changes, standards for the up-keep of old
tankers still in service.

Greenberg and Coan also believe that the USCG is so
"entrenched and insulated in military type bureaucracy
that is can't follow the law." The USCG is now an arm of
the Department of Transportation, headed up by a
commandant who is responsible to the Secretary of
Transportation. Greenbefg and Coan feel that if the
position of the commandant were changed to a civilian
position, like an under-secretary, then the activities .and
regulations of the Coast Guard would be more accessible
to important public scrutiny.

Despite the floundering of the Coast Guard and the
Department of Transportation, the environmental and
economic risks resulting from oil spills remain high.
Clean-up technology has registered gains in recent years,
but no method has been developed for dealing with spills

Expanded Comic of the Week
I-IARPcNeo? NoT 6o!!!
EVEN WOW MY 60UL

(6 13vaDENED WITH GIVEF...

in choppy seas. A small spill of refined oil in a Falmouth,
Mass. harbor in 1969 destroyed the area's previously
lucrative commercial shellfishery. Due to the carcinogenic
hydrocarbons that the surviving shellfish have ingested,
some shellfish beds there remain closed to date. Unrefined
crude oil, such as that spilled from the Argo Merchant,
can sink to the sea floor and ruin bottom fishing; the
liquid has also been shown to damage heavily many
varieties of marine spawn. which often drifts along ocean
currents before hatching.

Besides the thousands of birds that have been killed by
oil spills from Santa Barbara to the Delaware River,
coastal towns whose economies depend largely on tourist
dollars have been damaged by the unexpected spills.
To deal with the current oil tanker problems, the U.S.

Congress has found itself awash with legislation. Activities
have been located in the Commerce Committee of the
Senate and in the Merchant Marine and Fisheries
Committee of the House. The most interesting pieces of
legislation to emerge are two bills, one in the Senate, the
other in the House, which aim at creating liability and
compensation regulations for oil spills of all types.

The bills, if passed, will define the procedures for
discovering where and if there was any negligence
involved in a spill and will establish a procedure for
locating and defining the party at fault. The House bill is
designed to create a $200 "comprehensive oil spill
liability fund," according to Rep. Edwin Forsythe
(R-N.J.), who is on the Merchant Marine and Fisheries
Committee among others. The money for the fund, which
would provide those harmed by an oil spill with a quick
and equitable means of obtaining compensation, would
come primarily from a three-cent per barrel tax on all oil
transpocted in, around, or over the U.S.
The need for more stringent regulations over the oil

tanker industry is apparent in light of recent oil shipping
history. The problem is quickly becoming a priority
concern as the shortcomings of current tanker safety
regulations become exposed in the Alaskan oil fleet.
Already, the majority of the tankers which will transport
the Alaskan crude to California. do not meet the stated
safe-design construction goals promised by oil industry
spokesmen in the early Trans-Alaska pipeline hearings.
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Of late there seems to be a rash of
worried music critics, all wondering if
Rock has indeed died and left them
foolishly scribbling meaningless reviews in
their best meaningful-prose styles.
Perhaps the mere fact that the question is
being asked provides the answer, but even
that is not answer enough. Flow • can we
be sure that Rock is dead when it's so
hard to determine exactly what Rock is?

Mark Crisipin Miller, writing in the
New York Review (not exactly Creem by
anyone's standards) writes that Rock died
not when Dad broke down the door and
smashed our records, but rather when he
"ran in and danced beside us."
Respectability makes a tempting villain,
but one that ultimately rings false. Alice
Cooper, who moved into the American
consciousness as a sadist in drag, who
committed perversions on stage to the
screams of thousands of children and
almost simultaneously emerged as a
simple show person who drank beer and
listened to Burt Bacharach. Frank Zappa
has turned out to be a frustrated serious
composer, who used comic grotesqueries
only to gain the attention of otherwise
uninterested listeners. And, as if that
wasn't enough, Mick Jagger, millionaire,
emerged from his limousine to reveal (in
Parade magazine, of all places) that he
was a student at the London School of
Economics. As if it was all a plan from
the start.

No, it wasn't quite Dad who ran in; it
was Rock who opened the door. But it
can't be the sixties forever, no more
than someone in long hair and leyis can
still sing the blues with a couple million
in the bank.

In that sense, Rock is dead. But is that
Rock?
John Rockwell (no pun intended)

feels that Rock is alive and well; it's just
that the critics are suffering from what
might be- termed "Prufrock's Syndrome."
I grow old. I grow old. True to form, his
New York Times article drags out

sufficient statistics to prove that Rock is

indeed alive and well, and living in
Billboard's Top-200.

The sales figures for Rock today are
amazing, and one would be tempted to
believe that Rock was stronger than ever,
provided one didn't actually listen to
those records. Frampton, Fleetwood Mac,
Kiss, Stevie Wonder, Steve Miller --
they're all making it big, but none of
them are doing anything more than
plodding profitably upon well-travelled
ground.

If anything, the only real innovations
in Rock today are technical. Stevie
Wonder has a magnificent set of
electronic keyboards, including a
polyphonic synthesizer, yet he plays all
of them as if they were modified pianos
or keyboard horns. Jeff Beck, for all his
electronics and jazz sidemen, has yet to
play anything more advanced than what
Charlie Christian did over forty years ago.
What's being done isn't so much better,
it's just better done.

Anyone who would deny that Rock
isn't firmly established as a part of the
contemporary musical scene is either deaf
or stupid. Rock and Roll is here to stay.
But today, rock, which was ground out in
basements and ghettoes, in back yards
and high-school gyms on cheap amps with
cheap leads by kids with little or no
training, is being produced on demand by
professionals who can crank out anything
from Page to Hendrix at the drop of a
dollar. In 1972, jazz guitarist Joe Pass was
played the Cream recording of Badge,
featuring both Clapton and George
Harrison.Not having been told what he
had heard, Pass commented: "Whoever
the guitar player is, there are cats in the
studios here in LA who can do that, and
do it every day, right on the button, right
on demand."

Five years later, they're still there.
Some, -like Larry Carl-ton, Lee Ritenour,
Bob James, Eric Gale, Cornell Dupree and
others, have come out of the studio and
claimed their share of the spotlight. But

The "Enemies of the People" film series, sponsored by the New Political Caucus,
began yesterday with the Vietnam Documentary Hearts and Minds. (The film will be
shown again this Sunday in the Listening and Viewing Room at 11 am as part of the
Sunday Experience.) The series continues today with Gillo Pontecorvo's Burn and
tomorrow with his Battle of Algiers. Admission for the 4 pm show is fifty cents, and
one dollar for the 7:30 pm show, with all screenings in Room One of Remsen Hall.

Battle of Algiers (1966) is without a doubt one of the greatest political films,
probably the most effective representation of the proletarian masses in revolt since the
masterpieces of Pudovkin and Eisenstein. Pontecorvo and screenwriter Franco Solinas
have produced an epic reproduction of the Algerian struggle for independence from
France, but their epic, their "created documentary," while making a hero of the
masses, never loses sight of the fact that the masses are made up of individual persons.
Pontecorvo is extraordinary in his depiction of the Algerian National Liberation Front.
One never doubts that these are real people, really fighting and dying for their
independence. The grainy photography is intentional and adds to the amazing sense of
realism.
The French colonel (played by Jean Martin), who is sent to quell the uprising,

knows that history is on the side of the oppressed colonial peoples, knows that he can
be no more than part of a holding action. Revolution is inevitable and the NLF's
violent methods are regrettable but justified. Freedom is worth the price in suffering.
It may be easy for some of us to dismiss Pontecorvo's ideas when we read them, but
his film is a psychological tour de force, which is- precisely why the French government
kept it off French screens for five years.

Ponecorvo's Burn (1970) is about a mid-nineteenth century slave uprising on a
Caribbean island. Pontecorvo, along with scriptwriters Franco Solinas and Georgio
Arlorio, once agaih present masses of people in revolt. Marlon Brando, as Sir William
Walker. represents the colonial oppressor, in this case an agent provocateur, and he
discovers, as did Jean Martin, that the blacks will eventually win. The rich
cinematography of Marcello Gatti and the presence of Brand° make the film more
Hollywood than Algiers, but Pontecorvo's ideology remainsunchanged-Slave leader
Jose Dolores asks the same questions as does Pontecorvo: "Civilization belongs to
whites. But what civilization? Until when?"

these days, even the bands on the
Grammy Awards show can play the music
as well as the original groups.

Actually, the predominance of studio
technicians in the music shouldn't be all
that surprising. It has " been common
practice in the Top-Forty market to add
various "Sweeteners," but previously these
have been restricted to horn and string
filler. These days, entire rhythm sections
are built and rebuilt, to the point that
(with considerations for multitracking,
phasing, and so on), it becomes
impossible for a single to exist adequately
outside of the stuido.
When we look back, though, this has,

in one form or another, been the case
.with Pop music for years. We have been
in a period of Pop for the last few years.
Perhaps it has been difficult to generate
the rage, the rebellion necessary for good
old Rock, but regardless of cause, we
seem to be entering a sort of dry spell.
There is nothing new in Rock these days.
Everyone seems to be satisfied with just
getting better at the same licks.

Something is happening, though: jazz.
Slowly but surely jazz is being absorbed
into mainstream Rock. Right now, 8%
of Billboard's Top 200 is jazz. As little as
four years ago, this would have been
unthinkable.
Not only has pure jazz made a dent in

the market, but jazz is appearing in the
most unlikely places. Recent sessions by
such Rock stalwarts. as Paul Simon,
Jackson Browne, Janis Ian, and Joe
Cocker have provided a surprising number
of Jazz heavies in their personnel lists.
And, dreck that it is, one doubts that
disco would have been possible , if it
wasn't for the legion's of studio jazz men
trudging through the funk.
One may be tempted to make an

anlogy to the swing era, when jazz was
king. Such analogies miss the point. The
infusion of jazz into Rock today is better
likened \ to the use of blues by previous

Rockers. However, the reasons for jazz'
growing influence are more practical.

As already stated, Rock seems to be

entering a period of great technical

excellence. Many groups, such as
St arcastle, Genesis, Tangerine Dream,
Kansas and others have chosen to exhibit
their abilities through a • Classically

oriented rock, a tradition roughly
corresponding to the white rock of the
Who, the Beatles (in their later period),
and other pioneers who used standard
English song form, instead of'
Blues-derived model. His movement,

which labors under the curious title of

"Art Rock," seems to be using standard

ninettenth century melodic devices to

strut their stuff, which is fine for showing
off guitar speed or keyboard flash. But

for blues or black oriented Rock, the

harmonic concepts of jazz prove a much

better behicle.
The overriding question, is this still

Rock? When something New comes

along, will we know it? In a recent issue

of Downbeat, jazz pianist Bill Evans said,

"I get a little angry at people whose

preoccupation is, modernity - always
advancing." Iconoclasts don't really add

that much, but they make great copY•
Thus the media interest.

Perhaps it is merely that we can never
know where we are, only where we've

been. What we listen to-today is not Rock
in the same way that what Elvis Presley

and Buddy Holly did was rock. In that
sense, Don McLean was right about the

day the music died.
This we know: Rock needs a sense of

rebellion to survive. Rebellion amounts to

more than ten year olds hanging the

pictures from Kiss Alive on their
bedroom walls. As Rock becomes a
thinking (as opposed to feeling) genre, it
seems obvious that it will be thinking
music which will come to the front. Right

now, the only candidates are Jazz-Rock

and Art-Rock.

FIRST ANNUAL NEWS-LETTER POP MUSIC TRIVIA QUIZ RESULTS

Since only four entries were received by the original deadline, we
extended the contest indefinitely. But the tiny print in the FridaN
paper failed to reach most of the populace. so no more entries came
in. Well, you have one more week to aim for prizes five through ten.
and there's some great ones left. The correct answers will be printed
in next Friday's issue.
And now, for the big winners!
First prize goes to Doc Hersperger, with a score of 97.
Second prize to Roy Rubinstein with 94 points.
Third prize to the team of Carity Lever° (of News-American fame)

mnd Tom Fitzpatrick (they filed a joint return), with 81 points.
Fourth prize goes to Bob Mesch by default.
More entry blanks are available at the Gatehouse if you've lost the

original. Warning: if no more entries come in, the N-L will cancel its
planned three-credit seminar on Popular Music and its Explication, a
sure-fire gut for next semester. Winners can call the N-L to demand
their prizes.

Signed,
A dismayed Nanker Phelge--Mike Giuliano
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A Party...

Artie Traum, a one-man acoustic sensation will be performing in, a special
Flying Monkey coffeehouse Saturday night in the Glass Pavilion.
Opening last year's Liv Taylor concert, Artie stole the show with his

captivating stage presence and a repetoire of extremely entertaining guitar and
vocal tunes. Songs included "All My Prayers Were Answered and the Answer Was
No" and the Baltimore-inspired "Earl's Crab Shack."
Returning for a third time to JHU, the intimate coffeehouse setting will

Provide the audience with an opportunity to interact with the performer,
acknowledged to be one of the finest acoustic guitarists in America.

Free admission, wine and cheese au gratis and a genuine good-time mellow
music in the Glass Pavilion starting at 8:00 P.M. C'mon down and party with
Artie!

...with Artie
44$ 44$ 4444 4

JIj•I'm Ethel Ennis
and you 're not
Artie Traunt. No

matter. I'm really

an abbreviated Arts

Calendar, who should

be bark next week.
ileanwhile, I 'ii be

at the k ing of Prance

Tavern in .,Innapolis

through March . 20.
Jazz. show. you .71
like it the

'Singapore Slings did.

Coll 269-0990 to

learn more.

Senior Senior Class Film Series
presents

THE OTHER SIDE
OF THE MOUNTAIN'
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ONCE
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SOMEONE
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New Club Anatomy Redeemed
Like many people I have felt the need for a good jazz club in Charm City. I was

therefore quite disappointed to see 'Baltimore's newest jazz club,' the New Club
Anatomy, panned by Debi Kibler (N-L, March 1). Partly because the Anatomy was a
serious venture on the part of Baltimore's jazz community, and also because Ms.
Kibler's review misled your readers, I would like to retell the story from the beginning.
The New Club Anatomy used to be a show bar -- hence the name -- in the middle of

a seedy entertainment zone around North at Charles. Dirty book stores, porno movie
houses, cheap bars -- not a congenial, 'collegiate' setting, but then jazz isn't really at
home in the family room.
A tany rate the Anatomy was bought a few months ago by 'Mr. G.', an entrepreneur

and jazz enthusiast. Mr. G. is eager to set up a real club, the sort of place which gathers
in the jazz faithful, where local musicians can sit in and generate the permutations and
recombinations which make live jazz. The Anatomy started slowly, with jazz sets only
on Thursdays and Sundays. The house. band was the Hank Baker quartet, a very
professional ensemble featuring outstanding solo work by Baker on tenor sax.

I heard the Baker quartet there three times. Each time there was a different horn
player or two sitting in, and the jamming was very intense, very tight. But the audience
was simply not there, even for a small place like the Anatomy. Mr. G. tried one full
weekend billing for the quartet, the response was still small, and he went back to the
standard disco, go-go girl format on Fridays and Saturdays.

Enter Ms. Kibler. The week after the original notice appeared in the News-Letter the
club had reverted to its old format. That "non-descript type of jazz" that turned Debi
off was none other than disco-rock. Not only were there none of those "frills of
progressive, Dixie-land, and swing," there was no jazz either. Another one of those
unhappy Baltimore endings where everyone goes home and watches "The Carol
Burnett Show" ever after.

But before your readers resign themselves to that long drive to Washington, there is
a sequel to the story. That same evening that Ms. Kibler spent "glancing paranoically
over her shoulder" at the Anatomy crowd I showed up looking for Hank Baker and
found out that he is now playing Fridays and Saturdays at Baltimore's even newer jazz
club, The Closet, 221 W. Franklin St. Incidentally, the Baker quartet still plays Sunday
nights at the Anatomy.
The Closet, also run by Mr. G., is even smaller than the New Club Anatomy. The

deco is coathangers stuck from the ceiling (the 'closet' -- get it?). And the crowd may
make Debi nervous. The ladies' room, labeled 'Queens,' draws in the occasional
streetwalker from her Howard St. beat, and a few of the patrons are 'in high spirits' as
a rule. But the jazz is first rate, not the superstar performances of the Left Bank Jazz
Society, but an intimate, grass roots music that the players believe in. Baker's tenor is
a model of control and grace, with easy melodic lines and inventions that roll out of
the horn. The last time I heard him he was joined by another tenor horn down from
Philadelphia who was answering Baker's solos with an aggressive, broken line that
made a perfect counterpoint to Baker's gentle sound. And keyboard regular Freddie
Thaxton is capable of exciting breakaway solo work too.
The Closet is real jazz, in its native setting, and it would be a shame if your readers --

and the other timid fans who try to keep north of 25th St. -- miss out on it. You pay
nothing to get in, the drinks are pretty cheap. And that long drive back from
Washington is really murder. hrent whelan - - -



letters to the editor
To the community:

I write in response to a latter
in the March 4 issue of the
,News-Letter written by Charles
Henderson (otherwise known as
J. Michael Endalkachew), in
which the Barnstormers were
accused of bigotry and racial
discrimination in the casting of
their spring production
"Antigone." He cited past
'examples of discrimination as his
proof-positive that such practices
simply must have happened
again. As for those examples, the
only one which any student here
now besides himself can recall
took place last spring during the
casting of "The Miracle Worker."
I agree that the accusation was
founded, am truly sorry that the
event ever happened, and, being
on the Barnstormer Board of
Control, resolved then it would
never happen again.

It was I who hired Michael
Farace, the director of
"Antigone," who is a grad from
Towson State. When I
interviewed him last fall, I
described to him the
circumstance of the year before,
impressed upon him the extreme
importance of the impartiality
his position would require, and
made it clear that no hint of
racial discrimination could be
tolerated in the casting of the
show. The caution was repeated
before the auditions. He
indicated complete
understanding. At the audtions,
he demonstrated that same
complete understanding. As a
detached, non-auditioning
observer, of both nights of
try-outs. I. noted that Farace had
every student read for any role as
much as he or she wanted to. In a

Fl

Humanistic Medicine: Putting Togethl
By BOB ATKINS

and
RAY ROSENTHAL, M.D.

The development of biomedical science over the past few
decades has been accompanied by a pervasive medical
technology. Organ trasplants, genetic engineering,
multi-modal cancer fherapies, renal dialysis, fetal
monitoring, pharmacotherapy, and a host of other
techniques are the tangible manifestations of the
"biological revolution." Such high-technology forms the
basis of the tertiary care medical armamentarium.
Diagnostic and therapeutic maneuvers are becoming ever
more sophisticated as our understanding of the human
organism becomes increasingly minute. Such precision
brings with-it an undeniable sense of progress, for it heralds
the continuing evolution of medical care.

It has become obvious, however, that high-tech nologyis
not a sufficient condition for high quality mcdical care. A
primary effect of the biological revolution is the
increasingly profound ability to interfere with the human
person. With "heroic" measures it is possible to sustain
vegetative life functions well beyond their natural cessation.
It is possible to prolong the life of a doomed neonate with
assisted ventilation, and to deny death to the elderly with
multiple cardio-pulmonary resuscitations. Genetic
counseling raises fundamental questions about the human
right to bear children. Concerns over informed consent and
human experimentation confront researchers and clinicians,
seeming to impede the progress of evolving medical care.
Amniocentesis and abortion raise perhaps the most basic
questions of all concerning the definition and valuation of
human life. Such questions arise in stark contrast before the
mushrooming expansion of man's power to manipulate the
vagaries of life and the prospect of death.
The corallary of this double-edged effect of expansive

medical technology has been the dissociation of the human
person into Subject and Organism. As Subject alone, the
person is divorced from his body in states both of disease
and of health. As Organism alone, the body is divorced
from the unique set of characteristics that make it human.
As either alone, the patient becomes the object of technical
medical intervention. When understood in either way, his
inte rit is corn romised.

A Orgl
This separation of Subject and ,A•cil

independent entities dominates Western

expression of the Mind-Body duality, set forAtded

in the 17th Century, that has become if-lib:ills 0
language we use to structure reality.
second problem with the dissociateve ril°"the t:e
care. There exists a built-in bias to 

consider loripie:

either Subject or Organism. The eitlieljelltilr,
illustrates the inability of our language t°,eniitt;
relationships between mental and physical P'`
has a direct bearing on medical education se ti rti

Under This model, the primary PutP,opclirNe
education is the teaching of facts and ''',.tiotk h-
development of the physician as a fully
is often held to be beyond the purview u,effly-,;
concerns. Yet the process of socialization Piieh'

students' beliefs,attitudes and behaviors. Su'

In this dualistic model, the firstj 00 n y 
th 

b of thellan, n

-enlcusmaster the patient as Organism, d Thi -(' 

human Subject back into that Organism. Pv't,trlik)ld

operating has two sorts of difficulties, 1.0,e st,e
problem is that technical intervention may ue'i've

interference. The patient on the medical g/4 C

viewed as the "object of medical manipulari°50'' Lite

begins to claim some responsibility for c110°A411 s

behavior, questioning and perhaps-resisting filo i th

personnel, he may often become a bleA tr tnrhel
management." After being excluclevcol":
decision-making process, the patient MaYt °̀
medical management as unwarranted interfedr,lk.if
subjective experience were not so well denie hf4d
patients need to assert themselves r

intransigence?
In the same vein, perhaps the most obstroinatejliiir'ible,

out-patient medicine is "non-compliance.
patients that leads them to reject
ministrations? The patient requests helP

afl

then may refuse to allow the doctor to “litrefoo lt4

patient poses a paradox. On the one handy:: 00,1a,

to accept responsibility for his own heat'"ierl

hand, his angry self-assertion serves to OP'
attempt to treat the Organism alone. Either
compromised patient care.

later conversation with Farace,
he stated emphatically that, after
the first night of auditions, both
Henderson and another student
were in strong contention for a
major role. On the second night
the other student read very well
again while Henderson DID NOT
EVEN SHOW UP, and Farace
exercised his evaluatoryt
judgement in assessing the two
actors and chose the best one for
the part.
The accusation that the

Barnstormers "pre-cast" plays is
preposterous. Directors are
experienced professionals hired
off-campus and know very few
people at all before auditions.
The only person Farace knew
who also auditioned did not
receive a role. The suggestion
that the director is told how to
cast and who not to cast of those
he is considering for roles is a
vicious slander, insulting and
angering in its absurdity.
The afore-mentioned

ultimatum against racial
discrimination will continue to
be a part of the hiring process of
future directors. Those who do
not comply will hit the road just
like the one last year. When
"open auditions" appears on
Barnstormer publicity, that is
exactly what it means. Everyone
is guaranteed an equal chance to
be cast in any role. In this
particular instance, however, the
issue was definitely not
discrimination, but the incredibly
over-inflated ego, the
monumental self-esteem, and
childish immaturity of one Jasper
Michael Endalkachew, who
would rather bitch and pout than
admit he was beaten in a fair
competitor-1 Ian Sutherland/:

The Herald-News goes to see the

very nice Liv Ullmann in person

By MARC DUVOISIN
When, over time, the course of our Hopkins

education is reviewed, the chance to meet Liv
Ullmann may come to be regarded as the University's
kindest bequest. Hopkins, to be sure, did not arrange
for us to meet the incredibly gifted Norwegian actress;
but it did provide the necessary institutional
connections.
On the strength of assorted prevarications, several

of us had wormed our way onto the guest list for a
press conference Ms. Ullmann would be holding at the
Baltimore Hilton. Miss Ogunquist, publicity director
for the theatre at which Ms. Ullmann is currently
appearing in a revival of Eugene O'Neill's Anna
Christie, was initially reluctant to grant clearance for
our full party. Seven people, she must have reasoned,
was far more than our small daily, the Hopkins
Herald-News, would need to cover the story. We
agreed to pare the delegation down to four—a general
reporter, our drama critic and his research assistant,
and a photographer.
We assembled at a St. Paul Street bus stop early on

the morning of the conference, exhilerated at the
prospect of meeting the transcendently beautiful Ms.
Ullmann in the flesh. But, as will always happen with
operations of this sort, a complication arose. By
chance, an ardent admirer of Ms. Ullmann had gotten
wind of our expedition and our point of departure.
There he was at 8:45 a.m., demanding to be taken
along, blocking our entry to two consecutive
Southbound buses, threatening to expose us to the
powers that be at the Hilton. We had no choice; it was
.agreed that our photographer would acquire an
"equipment manager."
We arrived downtown about a half hour early, just

as we had planned. We would have time to inspect the
site of the press conference and identify the prime
seats. Not unexpectedly, Baltimore had chosen to

showcase the visiting celebrity in surroundings

redefined the word mundane, The Edgar Allan
Room, is, in essence, no different from the adja

Henry Louis Mencken and Enrico Caruso R
Each is a small, high-roofed rectangle adorned wl
deco carpeting and curtains, and enclosed

floor-to-ceiling windows. This last structural fe

disturbed us. Since the room looked down on a
pedestrian thoroughfare, any passing wag, by s
raising his eyes 45 degrees, could catch

unobstructed glimpse of Ms. Ullmann; a privilege

which we had clawed, deceived and misrepresente

But what a charge we got upon examing the

table. Next to a plush layout of breakfast pastries

coffee percolators sat three personalized press 
pastor

coffee
each for the publisher, managing editor

theatre critic of the Hopkins Herald-News. As

basked in this ill-gotten notoriety, the most diffl

member of our group—and, coincidentally,

ringleader—foresaw trouble. Ms. Ullmann, it
known, would field a very limited number
questions. Our delegation might be permitted

one. Who among us would ask it? It was decided

organizer would. In addition to masterminding c

invasion, he had actually read Ms. 1111J°
A 11111

autobiography, Changing, which had furnishcU

with ample material for interrogation.
After partaking liberally of the available fccid,' '

sat at the foremost table in the room and tried toLvi

inconspicuous as we waited for her highness. Sl° r
representatives of Baltimore's legitimate media ft i

in. The entertainment writers for the Sun, P'30

American and several small weeklies congreg4;
quietly around the buffet assortment. The televIssi

reporters, on the other hand, seemed to Pcsserit
genius for disruption. Acting on their own aurb° .,
they rearranged furniture and adjusted ligb,ririgri ,
accomodate their imposing equipment.  '"e
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technician for WMAR-TV inadvertantly swung the
base of a microphone stand into the lumbar region of
one of his newspaper associates, it appeared that
actual violence might erupt.
At that moment, however, Miss Ogunquist entered

and announced that Ms. Ullmann was on her way, that
every reporter would be granted an audience with her,
and that the supply of pastries, now "mysteriously
depleted," would be replenished in due time. And
then, without warning, amid no fanfare, Liv Ullmann
walked into the Edgar Allan Poe Room.
Seeming unusually nervous for a celebrity, she

Slowly negotiated the room, introducing herself by
name to everyone present. Then she sat down next to
her director, Jose Quintero, at a table set aside for
them. Rather than subject you to a catalogue of the
inane questions with which she was barraged, let us
simply relay our collective impressions. She seemed: as
beautiful as she appears on screen, if not more so;
more friendly and unassuming than would seem
Possible; nervous before people she thinks have come
to observe her; anxious to like and be liked; resentful
of being regarded and discussed as an object of
Physical beauty; and extremely tired.
She was also, we must say, quite different from the

rest of us. We found what Peter Benchley found after
Playing a set of tennis with Jimmy Connors: that
certain of our fellow humans are as of a race apart. In
fortune,' talent, and physical endowments, they are
not our peers—they are better than us. Theirs is a
Plateau of athletic and artistic achievement to which
We can never aspire.

After forty minutes or so of gazing at Ms. Ullmann's
unnaturally blue eyes and radiant visage, our leader
Prepared to ask his one question, the substance of
Which he had managed to keep secret despite our
insistent inquiries. Upon the appropriate signal from
Ms. Ullmann, he rose, identified himself, and let fly

with:
"Have you seen Rocky?"

and for the facts...
Undoubtedly, some will prefer a factual account of

what Ms. Ullmann said and did to our description of the

means by which we contrived to meet her. In matters of
f'lc.t it is always best to rely on the work of
professionals, so we offer a representative selection of
Ms. illmarin's observations, as told to Randi Henderson
of the Baltimore Sun, °kali Winfrey of WJHZ-TV,

and others.
On her relationship with director higmar Bergman:

"1 was devastated when our relationship broke
apart...I realized that I would have to make him a part
of my life, no matter what happened, so I continued
to work with him."
On her favorite playwrights: "Chekhov and Ibsen

are two of my favorites, but I would love to do some
Tennessee Williams.. Streetcar or Cat on a Hot Tin
Roof his women are so strong."
On her celebrity: "It is difficult to remain a person,

an individual, to stay me, Liv. You will come out of
the cinema and people will want your autograph, and
you don't know what to do about the friends you are
with, how to react."
On press conferences: "1 don't like the feeling that I

am being asked a question and that there is a 'right'
answer. To talk person to person would be fine. But I
don't like to be tested."
On acting: "You can become the character,. so

much so that you will feel and react as she would. Yet
part of you remains detached. You can sit there, as
you are acting, and say, 'Oh, I am doing well tonight.'
But part of you is her."
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learning is an integral part of medical education. To deny
the importance of subjective experience in medical training
will make it difficult to appreciate the value of the patient's

subjectilie experience in medical practice.
This failure of appreciation involves a loss of respect for

the integrity of the individual. Here "integrity" is meant

quite literally, as the holistic functioning of an integrated

human life. The failure shapes the educational process,

which in turn shapes (through prior selection and
contingencies of stress and reinforcement) the physicians

who emerge. Basic sciences become a reductionist

wasteland of testable material. Enjoyment is forgotten.

Love is sacrificed to "commitment", making love to sleep.

The leavening powers of both thoughtful consideration and

playful lack of consideration deny the single necessary and
sufficient condition of medical studentship: constant

memorization of facts.
Such single-minded training is inconsistent with learning

how to manage a sick person. In The Effective Clinician Dr.
Phillip Tumulty, Professor of Medicine at Johns Hopkins

writes: "Management means that the physician
comprehends and is sensitive to the total effects of the

illness on the total person, the spiritual effects as well as the

physical, and the social as well as the economic." (p.2) The

physician as healer, then, must create a synthesis of three
ways of knowing: a critical obsession with the facts of the
case and a compulsion to be meticulous; an appreciation of

the dynamic processes that comprise a wholly human being;
and an immediate empathy through authentic human
encounter. It is just this combination of the scientific, the
artistic, and the spiritual that distinguishes the physician
from the technician. The difficult question is how medical
education can facilitate the growth of such effective
clinicians.
Coming Nest: A Wholistic Approach to Medicine and, New

Frontiers in Medical Education
Bob Atkins is currently in his third year at The Johns

Hopkins School of Medicine and is the Johns Hopkins

representative of the Peer Education Project. .
Ray Rosenthal received his MD. from Johns Hopkins in
1976. He is currently working towards an M.PH. in the
Division of Health Education at the Johns Hopkins School
o H :*ene and Public Health.

()

Vanessa Evan,Carole Jaffe
J D Considipe,Mike Giuliano 1?
  Jennifer Bishop ??
 D.H. Warren ?,

Kenneth M. Sokolow (1899-1976)f

us and chile

a.press 0
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Last Tuesday Mr. Brady Tyson, deputy leader of the U.S.
delegation to the United Nations Human Rights
Commission, publicly apologized for United States
involvement in the 1973 overthrow of Salvador Allende's
democratically elected government of Chile. Mr. Tyson
should be applauded for having the courage to speak the
truth about the past and to acknowledge present realities.
In contrast to Brady Tyson's honesty, the U.S. government
is to be scorned for its disavowal of Tyson's statement and
for its failure to move more decisively on the question of
human rights throughout the world.
The State Department, in disclaiming Tyson's apology,

strained credibility past its breaking point in asserting that
there was no "direct" U.S. involvement in the coop. What

does the U.S. have to, do for it to be called direct
involvement-- send in the Marines? Former Secretary of
State Kissinger has admitted that the U.S. provided S8

million to Chilean political parties and newspapers opposed

to Allende. Left unmentioned was the tremendous
international pressures exerted against the Allende
government by the U.S. through such organizations as the
International Monetary Fund and the World Bank.
The Carter administration's disavowal of the Tyson

apology points out a contradiction in its human rights
policy. United States representatives recently have been
spouting plenty of rhetoric about human rights, but,
unfortunately, their words and actions don't match. For
example, there has been ,widespread publicity about
political repression in the Socict Union. Why is there not an

even greater concern for the human rights of people in countries like Chile? After all, the U.S.

must bear at least some of the responsibility for the creation and continued existence of the
Chilean junta. What clearer indication is there that U.S. foreign policy is based on political and
economic expediency rather than morality?

What is especially disturbing about the U.S. involvement in the coup and its subsequent support

for the junta is that these actions are typical of post-WWII American foreign policy. In addition to

the nightmare of Chile, the examples of Iran, South Korea, and Vietnam illustrate the thrust of

modern American imperialism. The U.S. has consistently exerted substantial economic, military,
and political power against progressive governments like Allende's and have supported, by and
large, pro-American dictators like Pinochet, Thieu; and the Shah of Iran. Hoorendous violations of
human rights, blatant social injustices, and incomptehensible hardships for the majority of the

people in these countries have been direct results of this ideology. Mr. Tyson's admirable apology

provides only scant redress for this shameful legacy.
Unfortunately, Johns Hopkins University is guilty of a similarly shameful record on these

issues. The examples have become too numerous for them to be dismissed as mere coincidences.
Besides assistance for and tacit endorsement of two fo the most repressive regimes on earth, Chile
and Ira, Iran, Hopkins is also engaged in designing offensive nuclear weapons sytems at the
Applied Physics Lab. There is simply no excuse for these actions. They are a disgrace to the
university.

University policy has been determined and implemented behind closed doors for much too
long. The university community should participate in the decision making process. Consequently,
public disclosure of all of Hopkins' relationships with the U.S. government, foreign countries and
international organizations is a necessity. The sooner the better; the game has already continued
for too long.
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EQE PRESENTS

What happened is true.
Now the motion picture
that's just as real.

• A film By TUBE ADORER Stamng MARILYN BURNS and GUNNAR HANSEN as leatherface" •

I FRIDAYanc'SATURDR,(p.
  I0:00 I1[RG.111
  MIDN)GHT in SHRIVLKI('rg 000031-0.00000-0000-00
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ENEMIES of the PEOPLE
Film Series about people's liberation struggles

sponsored by

The JIM New Political Caucus

HEARTS & MINDS

"Excruciatingly Bnlliant."

-Newsweek

1973 Academy Award

Winner

BURN

"...perhaps the least

condescending film ever

made about slavery. ..it really

soars with the imaginative

forces of art."

-Pauline Kael, The New Yorker

BATTLE of ALGIERS

"Haunting Credibility and Strength."

-Flirt Quarterly

Fri., March 11, Marlon Brando in Burn!
Sat., March 12 Battle of Algiers

TWO SHOWINGS each day
4 pm ($.50); 7:30 pm ($1.00)
Remsen 1, JI113 Homewood Campus

Jilt Housing Lottery
Dormitory Social Lounge

Wednesday, March 16 - 7 p.m.
Names will be drawn for the housing spaces which will be available September 1977.

Pick up lottery entry packets at the following locations: Housing Office and Off-Campus Housing Office - Wolman
Hall; Residential Life Office - Alumni Memorial Residences; Dean of Students Office - Levering Hall.

All entries should be received no later than NOON, Tuesday, March 15.

IMPORTANT: Lottery entries may be turned in at the OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING OFFICE IN THE BASEMENT
OF WOLMAN HALL ONLY!!

Contract signing sessions will be held:
• Monday, March 21, for single unit and single and double spaces

Tuesday, March 22, for three-, four- and five-person spaces,
in the Dormitory Social Lounge at 7 PM.

Questions should be directed to:

Belva Scott or Umran liras
Off-Campus Housing Office
Wolman Hall, 338-7958
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Help is needed immediately

for Auction, April 15
Flea Market, April 22-24

& the Handbook!

For more info.

call Ralph Moore

335-8188

Wanted:

BASS PLAYER

(electric or acoustic)

for

ROCK—JAZZ RAND

being formed by

Hopkins students

Call 467-5830 (Rob)

or 467-4346 (Steve)

(advertisement)

Note:

Joe Tuesday Here

This is the city. Baltimore, Maryland
I work here.
I carry a grudge.

This is the paper.
Stretch Hogan's paper.

The News-Letter.
I could be in Pismo Beach right now eating clams.
I could be playing golf with Del Finsterwald.
I could be with Michael Steven Krug at a Stand Up
for America rally.

But I'm not.
I'm right here gathering news for the People's
News-Letter.
Right now I'm trying to get the make on a license

plate.
Of the truck that ran over my face.
Why do I do it?

I don't know.
Maybe I'm a schmuck.

But don't ask me.

Ask Ron Severino.
Call him at 467-4346.

Today.

You can can Stretch in action next Wednesday, March 16,
That's on Channel 11 at 1:00 pm. You won't want
Vivien Leigh impression!

on the Gong Show.

to miss his dynamite
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A Rowdy TimE
Been looking for a healthy no-holds-barred saloon fight ever since

Bonanza went off the air? The Green Door, on Old York Road off
East 31st, comes closest to those western fisticuffs in this area.
Now, don't believe your alkie friends who refuse to stumble

southeastwards out of Godfrey's, slurring unfounded warnings about
illegal knives and paddywagons. Those tales about the Green Door are
even less legit than the scurrilous stories made up about the Cherry
Pit. While Jim and Nick's bar does have the roughtest slice of life this
side of North Avenue, it's nothing to keep a dedicated drinker from
enjoying a few beers behind the Green Door.

Fans of the Ramones would feel right at home: the usual patrons
come straight out of punk city. Pool cues get used more for friendly
jabbing than sinking combination shots. The level of conversation (and
shouts) ranks with the gibes of any ringside crowd sitting through a
dull fight. Along with the four-lettered voices, there's a constant
chorus of breaking glass as the bartender tosses empties like Phil
Chenier from the top of the key. Diversions such as the jukebox and
television (a giant color tv was removed for lack of interest) don't fit
in the Green Door milieu -- just down those beers and speak up.

Unfortunately, the bar often forgets to keep a steady supply of
kegs, and thus the 25-cent Schlitz drafts appear sporadically. Be ready
to settle for 55-cent bottle of Pabst, served in small cafeteria-style
glasses. A lean but mean stock of liquor is available for harder
drinkers; as for food, that's .an unknown at the Green Door.
On the weekends, older folks crowd the rectangular bar, taking the

edge off the local toughs. They'll extend invitations to go crabbing
some early morning, show w marks on the walls from knife scuffles
and errant punches, and generally make for a good rowdy time. Which
is the basic attraction of the Green Door, a place not to be hesitant
about for a change of pace.

-- Snuffy S. & The Man from N.Y.

Hi, I'm here on a free vacation. But that's because
I'm a frog. Some people say I'm a fish. Who knows?
Who cares'33ut the N-L folks could have had four
dollars! And a message would have gone out to over
7000 people, not frogs. It pays to advertise in the
Friday News-Letter because people read it, not frogs.

RING DAY
SPECIALS

Save $5.00
Off
Regular Price

Man's Traditional Ring

FREE
Genuine
Gemstone
Regular
$10.00 Value

Woman's Fashion Ring

11 4111.11.1111.1111.111111

These special offers
are available on

ArtCarved RING DAY only.
Friday March 11

10 A.M. to 4 P.M.

Bookcenter Lobby

RING DAY
College jewelry by

That's when the ArtCarved representative will be here

to help you select your custom-made college jewelry

It's also the day you can charge your ArtCatved
college jewelry on Master Charge or BankArneocard

ART ARVED World-famous for diamond and wedding rings.c
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THE COLEMAN
AWARDS
FOR

PROSE AND POETRY
The Coleman Awards are presented

annually to the individuals who submit -
the best pieces of prose or verse to the
Hopkins literary journal, ELLIPSIS (for-,
-merly Collection of Words). The purpose
of the awards is to recognize the
achievements of the University's finest
writers.

RULES
1. All entries must be submitted before April 11.
2. Contest is only open to nembers of the Hopkins Community.
3. Prose entries must be double-snaced and no lonaer than fifteen napes.
4. Poets must submit at least three works.
5. No material will be returned.
6. 8150. will be awarded to both the Prose and the poetry award recipients..
7. Awarded nieces will also appear in this year's issue of ELLIPSIS.
8. Dicision of the editors is final.
9. Send all entries in care of ELLIPSIS

P 0 Box 989.
The Johns Hopkins University
Baltimore. Md. 21218

10. For further information call Tim Ridley 889-1314
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in the
Glass Pavilion

Saturday, March 12
8:00 p.m.

We need clowns and/or jugglers for spring
fair; some to wander around and some to help
out with children's activities. If you're
interested contact Madeline Rivlin: 366-2513 or
Box 514.

Attention all you musclebuilders! Set aside
Saturday, March 12 to exhibit your skills in the
BIS Wrestling Tournament. Weigh-ins at 1 p.m.
in the wrestling room, matches start at 2. This
event is open to all non-varsity undergrads, with
entries limited to one wrestler per team per
weight class. For all details, rules, and entries,
contact Philip Gilly 243-7609 or Tom Locraft
243-2305.

Volunteers needed to collect for Small
Business Crusade of the American Cancer
Society. You will collect from small businesses
in the North Baltimore—Hopkins area, during
the weeks of March 28 and April 4. If
interested, call 243-6800.

The JHU Historical Simulations Society will
be meeting this Saturday, March 12, at 10:00
a.m. in Maryland 214. Scheduled is a
Macedonian-Cartheginian "Ancients" scenario.

A fu
110TE:

Volunteers are needed to assist physically
handicapped adults served by a private agency
which is convenient to campus. Creative helpers
are needed to provide one to one tutoring, to
become involved in socialization programs,
and/or to provide recreational services.
Interested individuals should see Jim Case at the
Office of the Chaplain, 338-8187.

It's back again! Yep, the Starlighter! The
H-Club is once again sponsoring its moonlight
cruise. The big date is May 7, 1977 at 8:30 p.m.
Tickets will be sold on a first come—first serve
basis at the Athletic Center from 1-3, daily.
There are a limited amount so get your tickets
Don't be left standing at the dock with your
thumb in your nose. One big night of dancing,
drinking (mixed drinks), eating (and
swimming?). At $12.00 per couple, what more
can you ask?

There will be a bicycle tour of 20
to 30 miles. this Saturday with the
Bicycle Club. It will leave from in
front of the new dorms at twelve
noon. Everyone, and we mean this,
everyone is welcome. Questions? Call
Chuck, 467-4791.

CAmpus?

CAmpus NOTES!
The Spring Fair Board will repeat its annual

slide show on Monday March 14 at 7:30 p.m. in
the dorm sock!! lounge. Come on down and find
out what )14 a rd i G 7*(1.'3400 On Stage is really
about. If you're interested. pet involved. There's
a lot to be done. Vive le Mardi Gras

Interested students are needed to help write,
edit, compose, and illustrate the 1977-78
Student Handbook published by the Office of
the Chaplain. Individuals with prior experience
in this sort of thing are sorely needed. C'mon,
it's been an excellent publication in years past
and it can be again with your assistance.

For more information stop by the Chaplain's
Office anytime or call extension 8188 and ask
for Ralph Moore, himself.

The Christian Science Organization will meet
Monday. March 14, at 3:00 p.m. in Rowland
304.

The Center for History & Philosophy of
Science will present Professor Jerome R. Ravetz
of the University of Leeds and Institute for
Advanced Study, Princeton to speak on "The
Challenge Presented—Practical and
Philosophical—by Genetic Engineering". The
lecture will be presented in the
Listening-Viewing Room of the Student Union
on Tuesday, March 22 at 4:15 p.m. and will be
open to the ublic and free.

4.AIM/

ORIENTATION
MEETING

tuesday, march 15,
-8 pm

dorm social lounge

All interested in helping

with student advising,

social events, commuter

or transfer Orientation,

and with moving in,

etc.,

PLEASE COME

If you are unable to come,
or have any questions?

Call 467-2874

• 4.4 p 4 4 t ,



Lacrosse
at Hopkins:
Smoke 'em,
tokem Jays!
For Hopkins sports enthusiasts, the season has finally

arrived.
The long months of hearing names like Pittsburgh,

Ohio State, Michigan and UCLA dominate the sportscasts
have ended. It's spring and in this neck of the woods, that
means one thing and only one thing: Lacrosse.

For just as Pavlov's dogs salivated when they heard that
bell, the first nice day after the beginning of March will
bring any Hoppie worth his weight in library books
scurrying out of winter hibernation on D-Level and into
the upper quad, lax stick in hand.

The only time that these perpetual lacrosse games cease
their activity is on those Saturday afternoons when the
Blue Jay Lacrossobteam entertains on Homewood Field.
At that time, enough people descend on the stands on
University Parkway to make the average passerby believe
that freshman chemistry is now being taught outdoors.
The object of this frenzy is the Hopkins Lacrosse

program. The Blue Jays have been so successful over the
years that JHU has become synonymous with the sport,
not only in Baltimore but wherever the game is played.

Last year's squad finished with a dissappointing 8-4
record and was eliminated by eventual winner Cornell in

D. A. KISS

'I want

to buy

you

beer.'

the semi-finals ̀ Of Ate Nr AA Championships. The team

was hard hit by injuries, especially in the midfield, and
third-year Coach Henry Ciccarone is taking steps to avoid
sifnilar problems in the upcoming campaign.

Spearheading the attack will be junior Mike O'Neill and
senior Rich Hirsch. The two have played together for the
past two years and have had excellent success. O'Neill, a
1st team All-American last season, had 36 goals and 14

assists in 1976, while Hirsch had 21 goals and 30 assists

and was accorded honorable mention status for his

efforts.
The third member of the attack has not been

determined and will emerge from a four-way battle that is

presently taking place. Junior Doober Aburn, despite
coming off an injury, has the "inside track" according to
Ciccarone, but he is being challenged by sophomore
Frank Cutrone and freshmen Barney Fields and Jon
Swerdloff.
A quick glance at. the midfield candidates shows the

depth that Ciccarone was referring to. This unit has seven
returning lettermen, two transferstildents with varsity
experience and a host of freshmen

The group that comes back from last season includes
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seniors Tom Myrick and Bob Maimone, two of the team's
tri-captains. Both Myrich and Maimone have been varsity
players since their freshmen year and are being looked to
for important contributions. Myrick's total of 23-points
(14 goals, 9 assists) led all JHU middies in scoring a year
ago, while Maimone is most valuable for his face-off
abilities.
Other returners are senior George Johnson and

sophomores Dave Huntley, Bob Teasdall, Steve Wey and
Joe Garavante. Huntley had 14 goals and 3 assists in his
maiden season and the Canadian With the hard shot is
expected to continue his hot scoring.

Transfer students Bob DeSimone (from Navy) and
Scott Baugher (from Washington and Lee) could be very
valuable team members. DeSimone, especially, is hoping
to recapture the style that made him an,A..-American two
years ago at the Naval Academy.

Freshmen who are given a chance of making their
presence felt are Virginian Wayne Davis and Baltimoreans
Dave Campbell and Bob Geist.
The defense lost two valuable members to graduation

(Jim Moorehead and Chad Munson) and it is at this end
of the field that Coach Ciccarone must find improvement
if the Jays are to make a serious run at the nation81
championship. The team allowed an average of almost 12

.goals per game last season and with the loss of both
Moorehead and Man ison, the squad will have to work
very hard if they hope tOcut that figure down this season.

Junior Mike Con- nor, the lone holdover star-ter from a
year ago, will anchor the backline. He will be join edby
sophomore Mike Sheedy, an occasional starter last ,season,
and a third starter who .has yet to be named. Lepding
contenders for this final starting berth arc a trio of
freshmen from the Baltimore area: Mark Greeberg, LeRoy
Katz and Howdy. Nicklas.
The goaltending will be in the capable hands of senior

Kevin Mahon. Mahon, the third of the team's three
captains, has been a starter since his freshman year and
was an honorable mention All-American a year ago. He
will be backed up by junior Jay Trainor and freshman
Mike Federico. 1

Despite the fact that JHU plays perhaps the most
demanding schedule in the country, Coach Ciccaronez

. remains confident. Present on the Jays 1977 slate are
contests against Cornell, Maryland and Navy—all three of
which were rated above Hopkins in a Preseason poll
conducted by the Sunpapers.
The Coach, however, did not let the number four

ranking bother him.

Blue Jays to try it again
By ANDREW COHEN

Lacrosse here at the Hop should be better than ever this season, with as many as six solid teams having
an equal opportunity to dump Cornell University out of its throne as National Collegiate Athletic
Association champs.

Led by the coaching abilities of Richie Moran, the Big Red of Ithaca, New York, has won the title twice
out of the, last six years with their most recent championship coming last year with such stalwarts as
All-American attackmen Mike French, Jon Levine, midfielders Bill Marino, John O'Neill, Al Haglund and
Bob Mitchell, and defensemen Ted Marchell and Mike Printz.

But these faces will be missing from the line up this year and Coach Moran sees difficulty in repeating his
16-0 season of last year which was culminated with the title victory over the University of Maryland,

The team that was not to be of a year ago, Maryland, still holds a great deal of talent despite the heavy
casualties they suffered through graduation. Gone are,midfielders Frank Urso, Roger Tuck, Jim Burnett,
and Brad Brenton; attackmen Eddie Mullen a'nd Bert Caswell, and defensemen Mike Farrell and Torn
Murray.
Coach Bud Beardmore hopes to repeat his title championships of 1973 and 1974 with such returning

veterans as goalie Jake Reed, midfielders Bert Olson, Bobby Ott, Greg Rumpf, Lin Wellander, Harmon
Levine, Terry Kimball, Lance Kohler, Bill Gould and Tony Morgan; defensemen Ed Pray, Randy Ratliff,
and Mark Tully; and attack forces led by Mark Hynes and Rich Moyer.

The Midshipmen of the Navy have shown a great deal of signs that they are about ready to become
-serious contenders once again, esepcially when they ripped through their fall scrimmage opponents. Despite
the loss of star goalie Bill Mueller, Coach Dick Szlasa is confident that his returning squad will turn the
trick. They include defensemen Jeff Long, Bobby Holman, Jim Shulson and Mike Canders; and Skip Miller,
Bill Stulb, Skip Wagner, Bill Claridge, and Mike Chanenchuk.

"Princeton has just undergone a coaching change," cited the Coach, "and they should be a stronger,
regrouped team. Also Virginia, with their returning talent, are hungry for a championship and should be
tough."
The Jays will round out their season with Yale, the home opener, Brown University, and the Military

Academy at West Point. Army, under the reigns of newly acquired coach (formerly of Baltimore) Dick
Edell, is a vastly improved team.

GilmAN

COFFEE

Shop

104 COFFEE

8:30-4:30

MON.—FR1.
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TARqET

By G.M. SMITH
It's du old story.
Stale from a day on the•road, X pulls off the highway onto a dirt lot in front of a tavern. A six-passenger pickup is the only

other vehicle in the lot.
Inside, X orders a bottle of beer from the bar. The tavern looks like others. Mirrors and lit-up beer ads. A jukebox. A

battered pool table in the middle of the floor and a dart board on the far wall. Dingy linoleum. Wall paneling that bows in or
Out in different places. X drinks his beer and unwinds. His pants bag out at the knees from too many hours behind the wheel.
Rowdy talk from a corner table draws X's attention. Five men crowd a wooden table and share a..-pitcher of beer. Two

empty pitchers sit on the floor by their feet. The men wear green coveralls that identify them with some company or agency,
maybe the highway department. One of them Wears a baseball cap.

Feeling more like himself with a beer in his hand, feeling plucky. X points to the dart board with his bottle and speaks to
the men.
"A buck says one of you 'can't hit the bull's-eye,,"
No reply. X ignores the rebuff and wanders over to the dart bOard alone. The board is a pie with equal pieces, the whole

subdivided into twenty numbered sections that radiate from the center. Six darts with brass points and plastic tailerfds stick
in a cluster to the board. X collects the darts and steps back some ten feet The -men eye him with indifference:-'

But the men perk up. Apparently Xis something of a sharpshooter. The first four darts, tossed in .quick succession, land in
a pattern that conforms roughly to the cardinal points on a compass. The men steal looks at one another. X tosses the fifth
dart, a high- arcing lob that lands smack-dab in the. center of the board: He ;,iddresses the men, obviously pleased with his
performance, and holds up the sixth dart--

-"Five bucks says one of you can't hit the bull's-eye.
The men look at one another, sparked by X's audacity. The man with, the baseball cap, call him Y, turns in his chair and

waves ta.X. X walks over to the table, dart between fingers like a cigarette.
"I can hit the bull's-eye any goddam time I feel like it," Y says. grabbing the dart away from X.
X waits for Y to get up and toss the dart. Y doesn't get up. Y's friends look on. Y finally understands he must do

something.
"I said I can hit the bull's-eye any goddam time,Lfeel like it," Y snaps, and right how I don 't feel like it, so get lost." And

with that Y drives the sixth dart into the top of the table
Idiot laughter from Y's friends, enough to Make Y feel like' a heavyweight champ.
X sucks in his lips as he walks back to the bar, realizing he has overstepped himself. 'Ube men are strangers. He considers

leaving, getting away in his car, when Y begins speaking : to his friends in a voice intended to be overheard. X smells
entrapment, but can't make himself break away. Not yet, he thinks. He orders a shot of bourbon and listens to Y.
"Know that dog Preston got from the shelter?" Y's friends nod, sip their beer. "Spunky thing," Y says, "but dumb as shit:-

Last week the dog's nosing around in the big arroyo behind Preston's place. All the other dogs in the area know that that
arroyo is full of coyote burrows, but not Preston's dog. He was wandering around in the thick of it, barking for trouble.
Preston was in his house when he heard the racket and decided to pay it no mind. Stupid dog Would bark at anything Preston
says. Bark at a leaky faucet.
"But what happened, one coyote came out of his burrow and began this long howl. Preston cocked his ears, said his neck

hairs prickled. Coyotes howl just before they start hunting for their supper. Well Preston figured where the dog must have
gone and tore out of his house. By the time he got pretty close to the arroyo the dog was surrounded by-a pack of coyotes,
maybe fifteen of them, with whole families of coyotes peeking out of their holes. It made old Preston jump Jesus! And the
dog was slinking on his belly in the middle of this howling circle, not making a Sound no more. Preston shouted and started
throwing rocks, but it was no good. All at once the coyotes pounced and ripped the shil out of the dog. Disemboweled him.

"That's what happens." Y concludes, looking over his shoulder in the direction of bar. "Dog ought to know he can't go
messing with a pack of coyotes. Shit."

Cold silence follows. X glares at Y and nearly vibrates with contempt. convinced Y's story ,has been told-to humiliate. X
will not be humiliated. Bourbon and beer have made his head light. It's an old story.

?"Ten bucks," X says, voice sharp as broken glass. "Ten bucks says the fat mouth with the hat can't even hit the board."
Y grins, not quite believing his ears. "You're wrong buddy. I'll show you who can hit the board." Y standing, pulling the

dart from the table like a hunting knife from a sheath and advancing on X. "I'll show you who can hit the fucking bull's-eye.
I'll show you."
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